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Welcome to the Global Watch Weekly Report
Dear Global Watch Weekly Member
“"The heavens declare the glory of God; the skies proclaim the work of his hands"” (NIV).
This beautiful statement from Psalm 19:1 (NIV) indicates one of the purposes of the created universe: the
universe reveals the majesty of its Creator. Of course, God’s glory can be seen in many different aspects of
creation—not just the heavens. Consider the magnificent intricacy of a living cell, the complexity and the
amazing diversity of life on earth, and the mathematical precision of the laws of physics and chemistry. These
are all indicative of the incomprehensible creativity, intelligence, and power of the Creator.
Why then does the Bible single out the heavens as declaring His glory? Perhaps the heavens declare God’s
glory in a special way or to a greater extent. It may even be that the starry universe was specially designed
for the purpose of declaring God’s glory to us. We will see that the universe has incredible beauty. This alone
would be sufficient reason to praise God for His creation, but not only did God make the universe beautiful,
He made it unimaginably large. The range of scales in the universe is truly staggering. The universe contains
objects of incredible size and mass at distances which the human mind cannot fully grasp. When we consider
the power of the Lord who made all this, we cannot help but feel humbled. Truly, the God who created this
universe is glorious and worthy of praise.
So when incredible structures are found in the universe how are we supposed to react? Whilst the secular
world may point to it as a sign of alien intelligence shouldn't we delight in the fact that such structures are a
part of Gods handiwork? This may seem like a tongue in cheek question but it does raise up the huge debate
on “Are we alone in the universe?” or “Could God have created other civilizations outside of the earth
realm?”,
As we delve into this debate one thing we know for sure is that the universe is far more complex than our
attempts to humanize the universe in order for it to make sense to us. One of the things about the human
mind is that we don’t like never ending loops. We would prefer to have answers rather than unanswered
questions. From a biblical perspective this can provide security rather than a subject being open to all kinds
of interpretation and fanciful imagination of self proclaimed prophets, seers and home made theories. But the
underlying danger is that it also can provide inflexibility when biblical interpretation comes face to face with
the reality of the universe we live in. Sometimes managing and balancing these two modes can be extremely
difficult.
The recent finding of an incredible phenomena light years away from earth forms the basis of this weeks
Global Watch Weekly report.
Enjoy.
Rema Marketing

UNIVERSAL MYSTERIES
INTRODUCTION TO KIC 8462852
The search for signs of life in a mysterious star
system hypothesized to potentially harbor an
“alien megastructure” is now underway.
Astronomers have begun using the Allen
Telescope Array (ATA), a system of radio dishes
about 300 miles (483 kilometers) northeast of
San Francisco, to hunt for signals coming from
the vicinity of KIC 8462852, a star that lies 1,500
light-years from Earth.

Scientists spotted strange changes in light deep
in space — which some claim might be a huge
alien power station.
The huge cluster of objects has been said by
scientists to be so strange that they have very
little idea what it is. And some have speculated
that it could be a swarm of megastructures built
by aliens, while others say it might be one of the
biggest clouds of space dust ever seen.
The reports originate from findings about the star
KIC 8462852, which has been watched by the
Kepler space telescope, which looks for other
planets like ours. It sees planets by watching for
variations in the light that would be seen as they
cross their star — but when it spotted the light
from the newly-famous star, the data didn’t seem
to indicate something planet-shaped.

NASA’s Kepler space telescope found that KIC
8462852 dimmed oddly and dramatically several
times over the past few years. The dimming
events were far too substantial to be caused by a
planet crossing the star’s face, researchers say,
and other possible explanations, such as an
enormous dust cloud, don’t add up, either.

“We’d never seen anything like this star,”
Tabetha Boyajian, a postdoc at Yale and
overseer of Planet Hunters, told The Atlantic. “It
was really weird. We thought it might be bad data
or movement on the spacecraft, but everything
checked out.”

The leading hypothesis at the moment involves a
swarm of comets that may have been sent
careening toward KIC 8462852, possibly after a
gravitational jostle by a passing star. But it’s also
possible, astronomers say, that the signal Kepler
saw was caused by huge structures built by an
alien civilization — say, a giant assortment of
orbiting solar panels

THE INSIDE DETAILS
After more than four years of observations with
the Kepler Space Telescope, astronomers reveal
that this bizarre star called KIC 8462852 has
unexplained objects orbiting around it.
The star, located 1480 light-years from Earth,
was flagged in 2011 by citizen scientists recruited
by the Kepler’s Planet Hunters program. The
“interesting” and “bizarre” star was emitting light
patterns stranger than any of the other 150,000
stars Kepler was watching.

Where repeated dips in light are often shadows
cast by transiting planets, bizarre fluctuations in
the light KIC 8462852 emits indicate that there is
"an unexplained mess of matter" circling it in tight
formation.
Boyajian published a paper in journal arxiv on the
mature star’s strange light pattern, exploring a
number of “natural” explanations.
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These include faulty data, instrument defects, an
asteroid belt pileup or a recent planetary collision.
While most of the theories don’t fit the data,
according to the paper, one scenario involving
exocomets is the most likely.

If it is an alien megastructure, then the most likely
reason for building it would be to construct a
Dyson sphere — a huge shell structure that
would sit entirely round a star, collecting all of the
energy that comes out of it.

"By considering the observational constraints on
dust clumps orbiting a normal main-sequence
star, we conclude that the scenario most
consistent with the data in hand is the passage of
a family of exocomet fragments, all of which are
associated with a single previous breakup event,"
the paper states.
Other astronomers studying the star have
alternate scenarios for its strange light
fluctuations. One theory says the star may
harbour giant structures built by a possible
advanced technological civilization.
Penn State University astronomer Jason Wright
is publishing a paper based on the star that
proposes its light pattern may correlate with a
“swarm of megastructures,” possibly constructed
to harvest energy from the star.
“When [Boyajian] showed me the data, I was
fascinated by how crazy it looked,” Wright told
The Atlantic. “Aliens should always be the very
last hypothesis you consider, but this looked like
something you would expect an alien civilization
to build.”
Boyajian is writing a proposal with Wright and
Andrew Siemion, Director of the Berkeley SETI
Research Centre, to direct a massive radio dish
at the star to study its radio waves.
If frequencies suggesting technological activity
are observed, a follow-up observation would
happen with the Very Large Array (VLA) in New
Mexico.to further study if the waves were from a
technological source.
“If we saw something exciting, we could ask the
director for special allotted time on the VLA,”
Wright said. “And in that case, we’d be asking to
go on right away.”

The idea of a Dyson sphere began as a thought
experiment, based on the idea that technological
civilizations gradually look to harness more
energy. The ultimate end of that gradual process
would be looking to harness all of the energy
from its sun — and the best way to do that would
be build a huge sphere around the star, collecting
it through an advanced form of solar panel or
similar.
Some have pointed out that any possible Dyson
sphere around the KIC 8462852 star must be so
far incomplete — it is still letting light through,
which is the only way we can see it. But it might
in fact have been completed already, since the
star is 1400 lightyears away and so our current
information about it is hundreds of years old.
The Kardashev scale is a way of measuring the
technological advancement of a certain
civilization. It is based on the idea that as
civilizations become more — first, they will collect
energy from their planet, then from their star and
eventually from their galaxy.
The Dyson sphere would be an example of a way
that such a civilization could collect energy from
their star.
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The Dyson sphere is named after Freeman
Dyson, a theoretical physicist who popularized
the idea but has said that he wished it didn’t have
his name.

The Breakthrough Listen project, as it is known,
intends to direct some of the largest radio
telescopes in the world on a decade-long mission
to find evidence of intelligent life.
This is in stark contrast to where SETI had been
headed. With no money, the opportunity to fund
telescope time and manpower to conduct and
analyze searches was growing increasingly
limited and two of SETI’s chief observatories,
Green Bank and the Arecibo Observatory in
Puerto Rico, were on the National Science
Foundation’s chopping block to cut costs.
Yuri Milner’s money will go a long way toward
helping Green Bank win a reprieve, although the
future of Arecibo remains in more serious doubt.

Scientists hope that they can find out more about
the strange signal as further information comes
back. Scientists didn’t see anything the last time
around, in April 2015, but the next dipping events
are expected to occur in May 2017 — when they
are hoping to see more of whatever is getting in
the way of the star.
THE REVIAL OF SETI
In July 2015 Russian billionaire philanthropist
Yuri Milner announced that his Breakthrough
Prize Foundation would donate $100 million over
the course of 10 years to fund the biggest Search
for Extraterrestrial Intelligence (SETI) project ever
attempted. Prior to this, the field of SETI had
effectively been the pauper of the astronomical
sciences, shorn of government funding and
limping along thanks only to the generosity of
public and private donations. At best, its global
annual funding was $1.5 million. With Milner’s
millions, everything has changed.
“This is the biggest infusion of money for SETI
since the NASA SETI program, which was
terminated by Congress in 1993,” says Seth
Shostak, the senior astronomer and director of
the research division at the SETI Institute, one of
the world’s most prominent centers for SETI
research, nestled in California’s Silicon Valley.
“So, of course this is a major boost to the
search.”

“Frankly we’re getting incredible value in terms of
telescope time; the Green Bank telescope is a
$125 million telescope,” says astrophysicist
Andrew Siemion of the University of California,
Berkeley, who is one of the directors of the
Breakthrough Listen project. “It’s a world-class
radio telescope in every sense of the word and
we’re getting it for pennies on the dollar.”

Siemion hints that more announcements in the
Breakthrough project are still to come, but at the
SETI Institute, Shostak and his colleagues are
running their own project on their own radio
observatory, the Allen Telescope Array (ATA).
This is a network of 42 radio dishes dedicated to
searching the skies for radio signals from
extraterrestrial civilizations, but which is also
used for regular astronomy too.
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TIMING THAT IS SO SCRIPTED
Its like watching a performance where you know
the end game whilst the script is still in motion.
Don’t you find it a big coincidence that this finding
of the KIC 8462852 coincides with reports three
weeks ago, that signs of water had been found
on Mars creating the excitement about the
possible building blocks of life on the red planet.
For decades disclosures
groups
have
been
pressuring
the
US
government to reveal its
hand on the existence of
extra terrestrial contact. For
instance Dr Steven Greer,
Head of the Disclosure
Project, believes that the
earth has been visited by
advanced Inter-Stellar Civilizations that can travel
through other dimensions faster than the speed
of light. They use energy propulsion systems he
believes can bring us to a new era. He believes
that humans have also developed these systems
but those in power have suppressed them in
order to keep us at the mercy of fossil fuels.
Could it be that disclosure is coming by
desensitizing people in an indirect way. Coming
out directly tomorrow and saying that UFOs are
real and that aliens are visiting earth is something
that would send the earth into a tail spin of mass
hysteria. History has proven that civilizations
cope best with a gradual transition of new
paradigms rather than a shock therapy method.
Thus planting the seed of possible alien
existence by talking about water being on mars
and strange physical structures being found light
years away is a strategy which plants a seed for
moving humans to an eventual recognition of a
phenomenon outside our normal every day life.
ARE WE SAYING ALIENS EXIST?
Before you start ranting and raving that we are
promoting the idea that aliens exist we would
want to clear up that we in our frail humanity and
limited understanding of the universe could never

ever make a sweeping statement that we know
everything about the universe. However what we
can confidently assert is that the UFO
phenomenon
and
the
interaction
of
extraterrestrial beings with the human race is
clearly supernatural and demonic and has
nothing to do with some far way civilization
travelling all the way to earth.
Also it makes sense to define what one is
meaning by alien. The normal definition would
apply to the imagery painted by alien abduction
cases, reports from whistle blowers who have
worked on unclassified military and secret
government projects and Hollywood movies such
as Independence Day, The Fourth Kind, ET and
the X Files.
DID JESUS CREATE OTHER WORLDS
In the book of Hebrews it states that Jesus made
the worlds. The use of the plural worlds as
opposed to the world (as we know it) seems to
indicate at first glance that there are other worlds
in the universe.
Hebrews 1:2 (NKJV) “has in these last days spoken to us
by His Son, whom He has appointed heir of all things,
through whom also He made the worlds.”
Hebrews 11:3: “Through faith we understand that the
worlds were framed by the word of God, so that things
which are seen were not made of things which do appear.”

This is why groups such as the Church of Jesus
of the Latter Day Saints believe there are other
inhabited planets in the universe. In the Book of
Mormon it states
“And behold, the glory of the Lord was upon Moses, so that
Moses stood in the presence of God, and talked with him
face to face. And the Lord God said unto Moses: For mine
own purpose have I made these things. Here is wisdom
and it remaineth in me. “And by the word of my power,
have I created them, which is mine Only Begotten Son,
who is full of grace and truth.”
“And worlds without number have I created; and I also
created them for mine own purpose. …“But only an
account of this earth, and the inhabitants thereof, give I
unto you. For behold, there are many worlds that have
passed away by the word of my power. And there are many
that now stand, and innumerable are they unto man; but all
things are numbered unto me, for they are mine and I know
them.”
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There are also other group outside of the
Mormons such as groups within the Worldwide
Church of God movement who believe God does
have life on other planets, but that God has made
the distances between us so great that we will
never be able to see or realize their existence
before Earth's time runs out. In other words, we
have been quarantined from other worlds
because of our fallen sinful state.
But what does the word “world” mean in the
context of Hebrews and as Christians are we
supposed to accept the fact that outside of
Heaven itself and the domain of Satan and his
fallen angels there is no other intelligent
civilization in the universe?.
The word ‘worlds’ appears in the Kings James
Version Bible translation and some others, and
some claim that it refers to other inhabitable
planets. However, the word is αἰῶν (aiōn), from
which we derive the word ‘eons’. Thus modern
translations render the word as ‘universe’ (entire
space-time continuum) because it correctly
describes ‘everything that exists in time and
space, visible and invisible, present and eternal’.
It should also be remembered that expressions
like “the heavens and earth” (Genesis 1:1) are a
figure of speech known as a merism. This occurs
when two opposites or extremes are combined to
represent the whole or the sum of its parts.
For example, if I said “I painted the whole
building from top to bottom.” One would
understand this to mean everything in the whole
building. Similarly, biblical Hebrew has no word
for ‘the universe’ and can at best say ‘the all’, so
instead it used the merism “the heavens and the
earth”. It is clear that New Testament passages
like the aforementioned Romans 8:18–22 and
Hebrews 11:3 are pointing back to the Genesis
(“heavens and earth”) creation, and thus,
everything that God made and when time as we
know it began.
Throughout the Bible (e.g. Genesis 14:19,22; 2
Kings 19:15; Psalm 121:2), ‘heaven(s) and earth’
means the totality of creation, not just the Earth
and its atmosphere, or our solar system alone. It

is used because Hebrew has no word for ‘the
universe’ and can at best say ‘the all’.
Subsequent revelation would include the angels
as part of this creation, as they are clearly stated
to be created beings, e.g. Colossians 1:16:
FUTURE WORLDS - POSSIBLE
The Bible reveals God as being geocentric. In all
the universe his focus is squarely on the earth.
This is where Jesus came and will return. This is
the location of the New Jerusalem and not some
other place.
In his book God and Science: Coming Full Circle,
author James Molben respects both views:
If life is plentiful in the universe, we may all benefit from
being spread out over such a great distance. If we are
unique, the whole cosmos might just be one massive
blackboard, filled with moving data points for us to study
and learn from.

Regardless, the Earth’s uniqueness suggests
that mankind is far more significant than many
realize. Not only does God love us—He also
values us. We are precious to Him beyond
human comprehension. However if beyond our
understanding and level of Revelation God has
created other civilizations in far distant parts of
the universe we find it hard to accept that there
would be some level of communication and
interactions between our world.
However we do have more certainty that the
wonders of space and the significant vastness of
space will have some application in the future
when we move into eternity after the creation of
the new heaven and the new earth.
Could it be that what we see in the physical as
planets of rock, burning stars and incredible
phenomena (i.e. Dyson structures) in the
universe actually take on a completely different
meaning and perception once we move into
eternity in a non fallen state? Is what we see in
the universe right now something that has a
completely different visual perspective when we
are in a non fallen state? This is highly probable
yet hardly mentioned by bible researchers within
an interest in astronomy.
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AN EXTRACT FROM THE FALL OF LUCIFER
The idea of the universe actually representing
something completely different in the spiritual
realm was an idea that I saw in Wendy Alec’s
Chronicles of Brothers Series. In the first book of
this series called The Fall of Lucifer, the fictional
book seeks to paint a picture of what transpired
in the dateless past before the creation of the
human race when it was the angelic realm which
was the center of Gods purpose.

radiated from the translucent cloak of His
radiance resounded light waves that oscillated
through universe after universe – a tsunami of
sound.

The Ancient of Days descended into the chamber
amid the thunder and lightning, and as He did,
the blazing white light of the chamber was
replaced with a dazzling amethyst light, which
turned to emerald and then sapphire – the
spectra of light reflected in Yehovah’s mantle. As
He descended a rainbow descended also, which
In Chapter Two entitled the Inauguration, there is seemed to stretch throughout the universe,
a scene where millions of angels in heaven are surrounding His presence. Millions of angels
gathered for a special ceremony where God circled at His feet singing praises and hymns of
himself comes down into their midst. Watch for adoration.
what it says about the stars and planets in
reference to the arrival of God Yehovah.
“Lucifer stood in the high place, his arms raised
in abandoned worship to Yehovah, his face
bathed in the blinding, shimmering light.
He turned to the millions of the prostrate angelic
host and lifted his sceptre, his purple velvet robes
billowing. A great oration came forth from his lips,
and the sound was as the sound of celestial
pipes and of flutes and of clarinets and of every
pipe ever heard in the universe. In response a
great song of adoration and worship burst forth
from the heavenly host.
“Lucifer lifted his sceptre. ‘All hail Yehovah!’
Lucifer’s voice rose above those of the angelic
host. The entire assembly rose, their heads
bowed, their arms outstretched. Immediately, the
entire chamber reverberated with the sound of
angelic voices. ‘All hail Yehovah!’
A great rumble of thunder issued from the throne,
through the mist – the roar of a thousand waters.
All at once it was as if aeon upon aeon of
galaxies descended through the open dome as
Yehovah’s feet descended. And with the descent,
a great and terrible roaring filled the chamber. It
was as though the suns and the moons and stars
from millions upon millions of galaxies were
woven as a living, pulsating tapestry of the
cosmos that cloaked His being. From each moon
and planet and from the millions of stars that

Before His feet the seven blazing torches burned
as seven columns of white fire, and in the midst
of each torch were the flaming coals of the Spirit
of Yehovah. The throne of His glory descended
with Him. As it lowered, the floor of the throne
room became as mercury, then morphed from
the fluid metal into a sea that was as living,
breathing sapphire. It was transparent, and there
was no flaw within it.
Earsplitting peals of thunder seemed to shake the
chamber so that the very atoms of the walls
pulsated. And as the thunder subsided, blue
lightning bolts, shot through with white fire,
coursed through the Ancient of Days’ cloak,
lighting up the universe in their wake. Its
circumference resembled the orbs of a thousand
brilliant suns.” [END OF EXTRACT]
So my question is could the universe as we know
it represent something different to our eyes in a
non fallen state? Maybe, but only time will tell.
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